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STILLWATER RUNS GREEN
“The species that survive are not the strongest species, nor the smartest ones, 
but the ones that best adapt to change.” —Charles Darwin, cited in the Stillwater 
Sustainability Report.
Written by Katie Carpenter

“When I started early prep on Stillwater in 2019, there 
were tornadoes sweeping the American Midwest,” 
recalls executive producer Mari Jo Winkler. “We 

landed in France to start production at the height of the deadly 
European heat wave, and upon heading back to the U.S. there 
were raging forest fires in California. I am so sensitive now to 
catastrophic climate occurrences; I can’t turn away.”

Focus Features’ Stillwater, debuting in theaters on July 30, is a 
crime thriller directed by Tom McCarthy and starring Matt Damon, 
Abigail Breslin and Camille Cottin. The film follows Oklahoma oil 
worker Bill (Damon) as he travels to France to try to exonerate his 
daughter (Breslin), who is in prison for a murder she did not com-
mit. Shooting took place in Oklahoma City and Marseille, France.

Once the film got the official green light, Winkler approached 
McCarthy and producers Liza Chasin and Jonathan King about im-
plementing sustainability protocols; they agreed without hesitation.  

“I was very proud of the fact that our crew on Stillwater chose 
to implement a sustainability initiative while we were shooting,” 
McCarthy said. ”I think it’s crucial that our sets are actively mind-
ful in doing our part to protect and preserve the environment 
while doing the work we love.”

As McCarthy was eager to shoot in the scripted locations, Win-
kler explains that they approached the project as an independent 
French film, hiring local production teams.  

Every step of filming—from the sets to props to meals—was 
implemented with environmental impact in mind. The team hired  

A crew member at 
Marseille’s coastal 

Calanques Parc, 
home to native and 

endangered flora 
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